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ABSTRACT
A performance analysis is performed for a small turbojet engine topped with various wave rotor cycles. Five different advantageous implementation cases for a four-port wave rotor into the given baseline engine are studied. The compressor and turbine pressure ratios, and the turbine inlet temperatures vary in the thermodynamic calculations according to the anticipated design objectives of the five considered cases. Advantages and disadvantages are outlined. Comparison between the theoretic performance results of wave-rotor-topped engines and the baseline engine shows a significant performance enhancement for almost all the cases studied. The highest gain is obtained for the case in which the topped engine operates with the same turbine pressure ratio, inlet temperature and the same physical compressor like that of the baseline engine. A general design map is generated showing the design space and optima for the baseline and topped engines.

INTRODUCTION
Gas turbines are typical power sources used in a wide size range for propulsion and power generation systems. Recently, there has been considerable interest in the research, development, and application of small gas turbines yielding high power density and enabling low-cost air vehicles. However, resulting from the smaller size, their efficiency and pressure ratio, hence specific work, are mostly lower than those of the large scale systems. Therefore, innovations are required to attractively enhance their performance.

At present, there are two major methods to enhance the performance of a simple cycle gas turbine: (1) improving the component efficiencies, especially of compressor and turbine, or (2) improving the thermodynamic process of the cycle by increasing turbine inlet temperatures. The aerodynamics of turbomachinery has already reached a very high level of component efficiencies up to around 90%. Still improvements are possible, but further huge enhancements seem to be unlikely. From a thermodynamic point of view, increasing the turbine inlet temperature is the most efficient way to improve both the overall efficiency and specific power. However, the maximum temperature of the gas entering the turbine is limited by material considerations. Thus, a considerable jump in performance of small gas turbines can only be achieved by applying advanced thermodynamic processes that are not subjected to this limitation. Topping a gas turbine with a wave rotor is an appropriate solution. The turbine inlet temperature may stay the same while the combustion takes place at a higher temperature. Even, the turbine inlet temperature may be lowered. A pressure gain additional to that provided by the compressor is also obtained by the wave rotor. Therefore, the performance enhancement is achieved by increasing mostly both the overall efficiency and specific power, hence reducing the specific fuel consumption considerably. This occurs to be especially effective in the range of smaller gas turbines often used for propulsion of small vehicles or for distributed power generations.

HISTORY OF WAVE ROTORS
The idea of using a wave-rotor topping cycle has been first proposed by Claude Seippel of Brown Boveri Company (BBC) in Switzerland in 1942. Now BBC is Asea Brown Boveri (ABB) and its pressure wave supercharger termed as the Comprex® has been used commercially for passenger car and heavy diesel engines. Since the early 1960s the General Electric Company (GE), General Power Corporation (GPC), and Rolls Royce were involved in the development of a prototype wave rotor for propulsion applications. Mathematical Science Northwest also studied various aspects of wave energy exchange and proposed a wave rotor design for aircraft turbofan engines. In the 1980s different U.S.
agencies like DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Program Projects Agency) and the U.S. Navy expressed interest and sponsored programs to develop an understanding of wave rotor science and technology. Many developments were presented in the 1985 ONR/NAVAIR Wave Rotor Research and Technology Workshop.\(^8\)

Interest in wave rotor technology has again increased recently. Since the 1990s, a large research program at NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) collaborated by the U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL) and Rolls-Royce Allison has initiated to develop and demonstrate the benefits of the wave rotor technology, which will be useful in future aircraft propulsion designs.\(^9\)\(^\text{--}\)\(^{16}\) An excellent overview has been provided by Welch.\(^17\)

In 1993, using a thermodynamic approach to calculate the thermal efficiency and specific power, Wilson and Paxson\(^15\) published a feasibility study for topping jet engines with a wave rotor. Applied to the case of an aircraft flying at Mach 0.8, they have shown that a wave-rotor topped engine may gain 1.0–2.2% in efficiency and 10.0–16.0% in specific power compared to a simple jet engine with the same overall pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature. Paxson also has developed a one-dimensional design model to calculate off-design wave rotor performance\(^10\) and has verified it using experimental data. The model solves the unsteady viscous flow field in an axial passage for time-constant inlet and outlet port conditions, while accounting for losses due to gradual passage opening and closing, viscous and heat transfer effects, leakage, and non-uniform port flow field mixing. Recent improvement and validations have completed it as a preliminary and general design tool. However, simpler computational tools would be beneficial for wide industrial use.

In 1995, Welch et al.\(^20\) have predicted a 19.0–21.0% increase in specific power and a 16.0–17.0% decrease in specific fuel consumption compared with the baseline engines in performance calculations for small (300 to 500 kW) and intermediate (2000 to 3000 kW) wave-rotor-enhanced turboshaft engines. Same calculations for a wave-rotor-enhanced large turbofan engine, equal in thrust to the baseline engine, have shown a 6.0–7.0% reduction in thrust specific fuel consumption. Welch also has established one-dimensional and a two-dimensional analysis models to estimate the performance enhancements of wave rotors.\(^13\)\(^,\)\(^14\)\(^,\)\(^21\)\(^\text{--}\)\(^{23}\)

In 1996, Snyder and Fish\(^17\)\(^,\)\(^24\)\(^,\)\(^25\) have evaluated the Rolls-Royce Allison 250 turboshaft engine as a potential platform for a wave rotor demonstration, predicting a 18.0–20.0% increase in specific power and a 15.0–22.0% decrease in specific fuel consumption. They have used a detailed map of the wave rotor cycle performance accomplished by Wilson and Paxson.\(^16\)\(^,\)\(^18\)

After numerical modeling\(^26\)\(^,\)\(^27\) in 1999, Fatsis and Ribaud from the French National Aerospace Research Establishment (ONERA) have performed\(^28\) a basic investigation of the thermodynamic performance enhancement for various types of gas turbines topped with wave rotors, including auxiliary power units, turboshaft, turbojet, turbofan engines. The variation of wave-rotor compression and expansion efficiency, as well as mixing and pressure losses in the ducting, have been taken into account. For such as turboshaft engines and auxiliary power units, the results have shown the largest gains in power and largest reduction of specific fuel consumption for engines with a low compressor pressure ratio and high turbine inlet temperature. These results are consistent with those obtained by Jones and Welch\(^29\) for the wave-rotor topping of turboshaft, high-bypass turbofan, auxiliary power, and ground based power engines.

In a recent study\(^30\)\(^,\)\(^31\), the authors have performed a thermodynamic analysis to calculate the thermal efficiency and specific work of two small gas turbines (30 and 60 kW) topped with a four-port wave rotor. The results obtained predict that for the 30 kW engine, with a compressor pressure ratio of 3.6, the overall efficiency and specific work can be increased by approximately 33.0% if the engine is topped by a wave rotor with a compression ratio of 1.8. The general performance maps obtained by the authors clearly have demonstrated the performance enhancements through the use of wave rotors for ground based gas turbines.

The current work presents a comprehensive and systematic performance analysis of a small turbojet engine topped by a four-port wave rotor in various ways. While the performance evaluation of several gas turbine engines has been studied extensively\(^8\)\(^,\)\(^17\), to the knowledge of the authors, there exits no comprehensive work investigating potential benefits of various implementation cases of wave rotor topping cycles for small gas turbines. In contrast to using existing performance computational tools, the presented results were obtained using basic thermodynamic equations along with the wave-rotor characteristic equation.\(^18\) The model can be employed to predict the performance improvement of various wave-rotor topping cycles without the need of knowing the details of the complex fluid mechanics within the wave rotor. The challenges and advantages associated with the different implementation cases are discussed further below.
WAVE ROTOR DESCRIPTION

In a conventional arrangement, a wave rotor is embedded between the compressor and turbine “parallel” to the combustion chamber. Figure 1 illustrates how a four-port wave rotor is used to top a turbojet engine. Point “a” refers to the ambient condition at the inlet. Detailed descriptions of such a wave rotor are provided in the references cited above.

In the wave rotor channels, the hot gas leaving the combustion chamber compresses the air coming out of the compressor. This means that wave rotors utilize a high-pressure fluid to transfer its energy directly to a low-pressure fluid. After the additional compression of the air in the wave rotor, it is discharged into the combustion chamber. The burned gas pre-expands during the compression of the air and is afterwards scavenged toward the turbine. Then, the channels are re-connected to the compressor outlet, allowing fresh pre-compressed air to flow into the wave rotor channels. Due to the expansion in the wave rotor, the pre-expanded gas can enter the turbine with the same (or lower) temperature as the gas would have in a conventional arrangement without the wave rotor. However, the gas pressure is higher than the compressor exit pressure by the pressure gain obtained in the wave rotor. This is in contrast to the untopped engine, where - by the pressure loss occurring in the combustion chamber - the turbine inlet pressure is lower than the compressor discharge pressure.

The general advantage of using a wave rotor becomes apparent when comparing the thermodynamic cycles of baseline and wave-rotor-enhanced engines. Figure 2 shows a schematic temperature-entropy diagram of a turbojet baseline engine and the corresponding wave-rotor-topped engine. The shown case is the one most commonly discussed in references and in this paper is referred to as Case A. It is evident that both gas turbines are operating with the same turbine inlet temperature and compressor pressure ratio. All wave rotors considered in this work each have zero shaft work. Therefore, the wave rotor compression work is equal to the wave rotor expansion work. Thus, the energy increase from point “1b” to “4b” in the baseline engine and from point “1A” to “4A” in the wave-rotor-topped engine is the same. This results in the same heat addition for both cycles. However, the thrust of the topped engine is higher than that of the baseline engine, due to the pressure gain across the wave rotor ($p_{t_A} > p_{t_b}$, where index “t” indicates total values). Therefore, the overall efficiency for the topped engine is higher than that of the baseline engine. The inherent gas dynamic design of the wave rotor compensates for the combustor pressure loss from point “2A” to “3A”. So, the compressed air leaving the wave rotor at point “2A” is at higher pressure than the hot gas entering the wave rotor at point “3A”.

THERMODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS

To evaluate the performance enhancement of topping turbojet engines with wave rotors, a thermodynamic approach is used calculating the theoretical performance of wave-rotor-topped and baseline engines. The methodology is similar to the one introduced by Wilson and Paxson with some modifications.
IMPLEMENTATION CASES

There are several possibilities to top a gas turbine with a wave rotor. Nonetheless, knowing about possible design restrictions and preferences, mainly five different advantageous implementation cases for a wave rotor into a given baseline engine can be introduced as the following:

**Case A**: same compressor, same turbine inlet temperature

**Case B**: same overall pressure ratio, same turbine inlet temperature

**Case C**: same combustor

**Case D**: same turbine inlet pressure, same turbine inlet temperature

**Case E**: same compressor, same combustion end temperature

Figure 3 visualizes all five cases in a schematic T-s diagram. Path a-0-1_s-4_s-5_s-6_s represents the baseline cycle and a-0-1_i-2_i-3_i-4_i-5_i-6_i, (i=A, B, ..., E) indicates the wave-rotor-topped cycles, where the indices indicate the case. One of the five cases might be preferable for a practical design. However intermediate design cases are possible.

**Case A**: In Case A (a-0-1_A-4_A-5_A-6_A) the pressure ratio of the compressor is kept unchanged, so the physical compressor of the baseline engine can also be used for the wave-rotor-enhanced engine provided the mass flow is kept approximately the same. The pressure in the combustion chamber of the enhanced engine is increased by the compression ratio of the wave rotor. This may require modifications to the structure of the combustion chamber and to the fuel injection system. The heat addition in the combustor is the same as for the baseline engine, but it takes place after the energy exchange in the wave rotor, hence starting at higher temperature. Thus, the combustion end temperature is higher than that of the baseline engine possibly requiring additionally a thermal enhancement of the combustor structure. The turbine inlet temperature is kept the same as for the baseline engine. Thus, the turbine pressure ratio is the same for both engines, since the compressor is unchanged. However, due to the higher turbine inlet pressure, the turbine inlet volume flow is less, which may require an adaptation of the turbine. This implementation case is one of the most beneficial implementation cases.

**Case B**: In Case B (a-0-1_B-2_B-3_B-4_B-5_B-6_B) the overall pressure ratio for the wave-rotor-enhanced engine is kept equal to that of the baseline engine. Therefore, the combustor works under the same pressure. However, the heat addition in the combustor for the wave-rotor-topped engine is higher by the amount of the wave-rotor expansion work. This results in a higher combustion end temperature and may require some adaptation of the combustor. The turbine and compressor work with a lower pressure ratio. Thus both may be adapted to benefit most. This might reduce the cost of the compressor and turbine due to reduction of stages in case multi-stage (mostly axial) types are used or due to reduction of the tip diameter in case radial (mostly single-stage) types are used. With a smaller tip diameter the wheels can be manufactured more economically in shorter time from cheaper materials with less strength and on smaller machines. Beside an increased thrust, this case additionally provides the highest turbine outlet temperature of all five cases investigated. The temperature of the leaving exhaust
gas \(T_{gb}\) is considerably higher than that of the baseline engine. Therefore, this case may be especially attractive if heat recovery is anticipated.

**Case C:** Case C \((a-0-1c-2c-3c-4c-5c-6c)\) assumes that it is desirable for the wave-rotor-enhanced engine to use the unmodified combustor of the baseline engine. So the overall pressure ratio for the wave-rotor-enhanced engine is kept equal to that of the baseline engine, as is the combustor inlet and outlet temperature. The heat addition in the combustor is consequently the same\(^1\). The implementation of the wave rotor considerably reduces the pressure ratios of the turbine and compressor. In addition, the turbine inlet temperature is lower than that of the baseline engine. Thus, the turbine and compressor could be made of less thermal resistant material and as discussed in Case B they also could be smaller and hence less expensive. This might be the main implementation reason since the performance enhancement is nearly negligible for the engine considered in this study.

**Case D:** Case D \((a-0-1d-2d-3d-4d-5d-6d)\) uses the same turbine inlet temperature and inlet pressure of the baseline engine. The pressure in the combustion chamber and the combustion end temperature are higher than those of the baseline engine, but lower than those of Case A. Thus, less effort might be required to adapt the structure and fuel injection of the combustion chamber. Due to the wave-rotor-topping, the compressor needs to produce less pressure ratio than that of the baseline engine and in turn the turbine pressure ratio is less, too. This may allow for a smaller and less expensive compressor and turbine as discussed for Case B and C. Resulting from the lower pressure ratio in the compressor, hence lower compressor discharge temperature, the heat addition in the combustor has to be more than that of the baseline engine to utilize the same allowed turbine inlet temperature. The results shown later indicate that this case gives the second highest specific thrust increase for the topped engine.

**Case E:** Case 5 \((a-0-1e-2e-3e-4e-5e-6e)\) is similar to Case A, but the combustion end temperature (the maximum cycle temperature) is restricted to the turbine inlet temperature of the baseline engine in order to not impose additional thermal requirements for the combustor. The overall pressure ratio is the same as in Case A and greater than (by the wave rotor pressure ratio) that of the baseline engine. The heat addition in the combustor is less than that of the baseline engine due to the wave-rotor-compression work added to the fluid before the combustion. The compressor is the same physical compressor as for the baseline engine.

\(^1\) The wave rotor compression efficiency is greater than the compressor efficiency. Therefore, the combustor inlet temperature is in fact negligibly less and hence the heat addition is negligibly more than that in the baseline engine.

| Table 1: Baseline engine data, assuming, \(C_p_{\text{air}}=1.005\text{kJ/kgK}, C_p_{\text{gas}}=1.148\text{kJ/kgK}, \gamma_{\text{air}}=1.4, \gamma_{\text{gas}}=1.33\) |
|---|---|---|
| **Baseline engine** |  |
| Turbine inlet temperature | \(T_{db}\) | 1116.5K |
| Compressor pressure ratio | \(p_{4b}/p_{0}\) | 3.6 |
| Diffuser isentropic efficiency | \(\eta_D\) | 93% |
| Compressor isentropic efficiency | \(\eta_C\) | 80% |
| Compressor polytropic efficiency | \(\eta_{PC}\) | 83% |
| Combustion efficiency | \(\eta_Q\) | 98% |
| Combustor pressure ratio | \(\Pi_{\text{comb}}\) | 0.95 |
| Mechanical transmission efficiency | \(\eta_M\) | 99% |
| Turbine isentropic efficiency | \(\eta_T\) | 84% |
| Turbine polytropic efficiency | \(\eta_{PT}\) | 83% |
| Nozzle isentropic efficiency | \(\eta_N\) | 95% |

However the turbine in the topped cycle works with a little higher pressure ratio than that of the baseline engine since the turbine inlet temperature is less than that of the baseline engine. In fact, it is the lowest of all cases investigated. This may give the option to produce the turbine wheel at lower costs out of less thermal resistant material.

For thermodynamic calculations, a reasonable case considered here is an aircraft equipped with a simple turbojet engine (no afterburner installed) flying at an altitude of 10,000 m at Mach 0.8. The component performance parameters at the baseline design points are listed in Table 1. It is assumed that the compressor inlet condition is the same for both baseline and wave-rotor-enhanced engines. Considering the same “aerodynamic quality” of the wheels, the polytropic efficiencies of the compressor and turbine are kept the same for both enhanced and baseline engines. Ambient air is entering the inlet diffuser at \(T_a=223\) K. The maximum allowable turbine inlet temperature is set to \(T_{t4}\leq1116.5\) K. According to previous wave rotor investigations, the wave rotor compression and expansion efficiencies are assumed with \(\eta_{WC}=\eta_{WE}=0.83\). A wave rotor compression ratio of \(PR_w=p_{t2}/p_{t4}=1.8\) appears to be conceivable for the envisioned application and is chosen for the discussion of representative values. However, in this work the plots are shown for various wave rotor pressure ratios indicating its effect on the performance enhancement.

**ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE**

According to Fig. 1, the following steps are followed to calculate the thermodynamic properties of the gases in different states of the topped cycle:

**Path a-0:** With the given flight Mach number \(M\), the stagnation temperature across the diffuser \(T_{1d}=T_{1b}\) is calculated by:
\[ T_{t0} = T_{ta} = T_a \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma_{air} - 1}{2} M^2 \right) \] (1)

Using the definition of the diffuser isentropic efficiency \((\eta_D)\), the diffuser outlet total pressure is obtained from:

\[ \frac{p_{t0}}{p_a} = \left( 1 + \eta_D \frac{u_a^2}{2 C_{p_{air}} T_a} \right)^{\gamma_{air}/\gamma_{air} - 1} \] (2)

**Path 0-1:** The compressor outlet total temperature and pressure are calculated by:

\[ T_{t1} = T_{t0} + \frac{T_{t0}}{\eta_C} \left( \frac{\gamma_{air} - 1}{R \gamma_{air} - 1} \right) \] (3)

\[ \frac{p_{t1}}{p_a} = \frac{p_{t1}}{p_{t0}} \frac{p_{t0}}{p_a} = R \cdot \frac{p_{t0}}{p_a} \] (4)

where the compressor isentropic efficiency \((\eta_C)\) relates the compressor pressure ratio \((R)\) to the compressor polytropic efficiency \((\eta_{PC})\) through:

\[ \eta_C = \frac{R \gamma_{air} - 1}{\gamma_{air} \eta_C - 1} \] (5)

For Cases A and E, the compressor pressure ratio is equal to that of the baseline engine \((R=3.6)\). However, for Cases B and C its value is calculated by dividing the baseline compressor pressure ratio with the wave rotor compression ratio \(PR_w\). For Case E, the value of \(R\) is calculated in a way that keeps the pressure at turbine inlet equal for both baseline and topped engines. It can be performed by reverse solving of equations 3-22.

**Path 1-2:** The flow properties after the wave rotor compression process are obtained by:

\[ T_{t2} = T_{t1} + \frac{T_{t1}}{\eta_{WC}} \left( PR_w \frac{\gamma_{air} - 1}{\gamma_{air} - 1} \right) \] (6)

\[ \frac{p_{t2}}{p_a} = \frac{p_{t2}}{p_{t1}} \frac{p_{t1}}{p_a} = PR_w \cdot R \cdot \frac{p_{t0}}{p_a} \] (7)

**Path 2-3:** The fuel/air ratio \((f=\dot{m}_f/\dot{m}_{air})\) can be obtained by applying the energy equation to the combustion chamber as:

\[ \eta_Q f \cdot h_{PR} = (1 + f) C_{p_{gas}} T_{t3} - C_{p_{air}} T_{t2} \] (8)

where \(h_{PR}\) is the heating value of the fuel. The value of 43000 kJ/kg will be used for all calculations here. This equation gives \(f\) as:

\[ f = \frac{C_{p_{gas}} T_{t3} - C_{p_{air}} T_{t2}}{\eta_Q h_{PR} - C_{p_{gas}} T_{t3}} \] (9)

Alternatively, \(f\) can be expressed based on the turbine total inlet temperature \((T_{t3})\) and the compressor total exit temperature \((T_{t4})\). For this purpose, wave rotor compression and expansion specific works are defined respectively as follows:

\[ w_{WC} = C_{p_{air}} (T_{t2} - T_{t1}) \] (10)

\[ w_{WE} = (1 + f) C_{p_{gas}} (T_{t3} - T_{t4}) \] (11)

Here, it is justified that \(\dot{m}_1 = \dot{m}_2 = \dot{m}_{air}\) and \(\dot{m}_3 = \dot{m}_4 = \dot{m}_{air} + \dot{m}_f\) (generally, the mass flow rates \(\dot{m}_1\) and \(\dot{m}_2\) are not equal). Similarly, mass flow rates \(\dot{m}_3\) and \(\dot{m}_4\) are not equal either). Now, Eq. (8) can be expressed as:

\[ \eta_Q f \cdot h_{PR} = (1 + f) C_{p_{gas}} T_{t4} + w_{WE} - w_{WC} - C_{p_{air}} T_{t1} \] (12)

since the net output work of the wave rotor is zero \((w_{WC} = w_{WE})\), solving for \(f\) leads to:

\[ f = \frac{C_{p_{gas}} T_{t4} - C_{p_{air}} T_{t1}}{\eta_Q h_{PR} - C_{p_{gas}} T_{t4}} \] (13)

For Cases C and E where \(T_{t3}\) is equal to the baseline inlet turbine temperature, Eq. (9) is used to calculate \(f\). For Cases A, B, and D where \(T_{t4}\) is a known value and is equal to the baseline inlet turbine temperature, \(f\) can be obtained by using Eq. (13). The relation between \(T_{t3}\) and \(T_{t4}\) can be found by equating Eq. (10) with (11):

\[ T_{t3} = T_{t4} + \left[ \frac{T_{t1}}{\eta_{WC}} \left( PR_w \frac{\gamma_{air} - 1}{\gamma_{air} - 1} \right) \right] \frac{C_{p_{air}}}{(1 + f) C_{p_{gas}}} \] (14)

Finally, the total pressure after the combustion chamber is obtained by:

\[ \frac{p_{t3}}{p_a} = \frac{p_{t3}}{p_{t2}} \frac{p_{t2}}{p_a} = \Pi_{comb} \cdot PR_w \cdot R \cdot \frac{p_{t0}}{p_a} \] (15)

**Path 3-4:** To obtain the turbine inlet total pressure \((p_{t3})\), it is convenient to express the wave rotor compression and expansion works in terms of pressure ratios as follows:

\[ \dot{W}_{WC} = \dot{m}_{air} C_{p_{air}} (T_{t2} - T_{t1}) = \dot{m}_{air} C_{p_{air}} \left( PR_w \frac{\gamma_{air} - 1}{\gamma_{air} - 1} \right) \] (16)

\[ \dot{W}_{WE} = (\dot{m}_{air} + \dot{m}_f) C_{p_{gas}} (T_{t3} - T_{t4}) \]

\[ = (\dot{m}_{air} + \dot{m}_f) C_{p_{gas}} \eta_{WE} T_{t3} \left[ 1 - \frac{PO}{\eta_{comb} PR_w} \right] \] (17)
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where \( PO = p_{t4} / p_{a1} \) is the gain pressure ratio across the wave rotor. Equating the compression work to the expansion work leads to:

\[
\frac{Cp_{air} T_{t1}}{\eta_{WC}} \left( P_{Rf} \frac{\gamma_{air} - 1}{\gamma_{air}} - 1 \right) = (1 + f) Cp_{gas} \eta_{WE} T_{t13} \left[ I - \left( \frac{PO}{\eta_{comb} P_{Rf}} \right)^{\frac{\gamma_{gas} - 1}{\gamma_{gas}}} \right]
\]  \(23\)

Substituting \( T_{t13} \) from Eq. (14) in the above equation and some algebra gives:

\[
PO = \Pi_{comb} P_{Rf} \left\{ 1 - \frac{A}{\eta_{WC} B} \right\}
\]  \(19\)

where

\[
A = \frac{Cp_{air}}{(1 + f) Cp_{gas}} \frac{I}{\eta_{WC}} \frac{\gamma_{gas}}{\gamma_{gas} - 1}
\]  \(20\)

\[
B = \frac{I}{\eta_{WC} \gamma_{gas} - 1}
\]  \(21\)

Equation (19) is a modified version of the “wave-rotor characteristic” equation introduced in the literature. This equation represents the performance of the wave rotor. By using Eq. (19), the turbine inlet total pressure is obtained by:

\[
\frac{p_{t4}}{p_{a1}} = \frac{p_{t1}}{p_{a}} = PO \cdot \frac{p_{t10}}{p_{a1}}
\]  \(22\)

**Path 4-5:** In turbojet engines, by considering the mechanical transmission efficiency, the compressor shaft work equals the turbine output work:

\[
Cp_{air} (T_{t1} - T_{t0}) = \eta_{M} (1 + f) Cp_{gas} (T_{t4} - T_{t5})
\]  \(23\)

Therefore, the total temperature of the gas leaving the turbine can be calculated as:

\[
T_{t5} = T_{t4} - \frac{Cp_{air} (T_{t1} - T_{t0})}{\eta_{M} (1 + f) Cp_{gas}}
\]  \(24\)

To find the total pressure of the gas leaving the turbine \( (p_{t5}) \), the value of the turbine isentropic efficiency \( (\eta_{T}) \) is needed. There are two ways to calculate \( \eta_{T} \) for a turbine:

\[
\eta_{T} = \frac{\left( \frac{p_{t5}}{p_{t4}} \right)^{(\gamma_{gas} - 1)/\gamma_{gas}} - 1}{\left( \frac{p_{t5}}{p_{t4}} \right)^{(\gamma_{gas} - 1)/\gamma_{gas}}} - 1
\]  \(25\)

and

\[
\eta_{T} = \frac{(T_{t5}) - 1}{(T_{t4}) - 1}
\]  \(26\)

It is preferred to use the turbine polytropic efficiency \( \eta_{PT} \) to obtain \( p_{t5} \). Therefore, by equating the above two equations:

\[
\frac{p_{t5}}{p_{t4}} = \left( \frac{T_{t5}}{T_{t4}} \right)^{(\gamma_{gas} - 1)/\gamma_{gas}} \eta_{PT}
\]  \(27\)

or,

\[
\frac{p_{t5}}{p_{a}} = \left( \frac{T_{t5}}{T_{t4}} \right)^{(\gamma_{gas} - 1)/\gamma_{gas}} \eta_{PT}
\]  \(28\)

**Path 5-6:** For a given local pressure ratio at the nozzle exit \( (p_{a6}/p_{a}) \), it is true that:

\[
\frac{p_{t5}}{p_{a}} = \frac{p_{t4}}{p_{a}} \frac{p_{t5}}{p_{a}} = \frac{p_{t4}}{p_{a}} \frac{p_{t5}}{p_{a}} = \frac{p_{t4}}{p_{a}} \frac{p_{t6}}{p_{a}} \frac{I}{p_{6}}
\]  \(29\)

Parameter \( p_{t5}/p_{a} \) is a useful term to calculate the local gas temperature leaving the nozzle \( (T_{6}) \) by using the definition of the nozzle isentropic efficiency \( (\eta_{N}) \):

\[
T_{6} = T_{t5} - \eta_{N} T_{t5} \left[ \frac{1}{\left( \frac{p_{t5}}{p_{a}} \right)^{(\gamma_{gas} - 1)/\gamma_{gas}}} - 1 \right]
\]  \(30\)

Since \( T_{t5} = T_{6} \), the nozzle exit velocity \( (u_{6}) \) can be calculated from:

\[
u_{6} = \sqrt{2Cp_{gas}(T_{t5} - T_{6})}
\]  \(31\)

Therefore, the nozzle exit Mach number is obtained by:

\[
M_{6} = \frac{\nu_{6}}{\sqrt{\gamma_{gas} R_{gas} T_{6}}}
\]  \(32\)

Finally, for the given \( p_{a6}/p_{a} \), the ratio of \( p_{a6}/p_{a} \) is calculated by:

\[
\frac{p_{a6}}{p_{a}} = \frac{p_{a6}}{p_{a}} = \frac{1 + \gamma_{gas} - 1}{M_{6}^{2} - \frac{\gamma_{gas} - 1}{\gamma_{gas}}} \frac{p_{a5}}{p_{a}}
\]  \(33\)

After calculating the thermodynamic properties of all states in the cycle, it is possible to calculate the engine performance parameters.

The thrust produced by the engine is:

\[
T = (m_{air} + m_{f})\nu_{6} - m_{air} u_{a} + (p_{6} - p_{a}) A_{N}
\]  \(34\)
where $A_N$ is the exhaust area of the nozzle. The pressure term $(p_6 - p_a)A_N$ is not zero only if the exhaust jet is supersonic. The specific thrust (thrust per unit mass flow of air) can be written as:

$$ST = (1 + f)u_a - u_a + \frac{A_N}{m_{\text{air}}} \frac{(p_6 - p_a)}{R_{\text{air}} \gamma_{\text{air}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (35)

The pressure term can be presented as:

$$\frac{(p_6 - p_a)}{m_{\text{air}}} = a_a \left[ (1 + f) \frac{R_{\text{gas}}}{R_{\text{air}}} \frac{T_6}{T_a} \frac{I - p_a / p_6}{u_a / a_u} \right]$$ \hspace{1cm} (36)

where $a_a$ is the sound velocity of the entering air. Therefore, the specific thrust can be shown as:

$$ST = (1 + f)u_a - u_a + a_a \left[ (1 + f) \frac{R_{\text{gas}}}{R_{\text{air}}} \frac{T_6}{T_a} \frac{I - p_a / p_6}{u_a / a_u} \right]$$ \hspace{1cm} (37)

Thus, the specific fuel consumption ($SFC$) can be simply obtained as:

$$SFC = \frac{f}{ST}$$ \hspace{1cm} (38)

Finally, the overall efficiency can be calculated by:

$$\eta_o = \frac{ST u_a}{f h_{PR}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (39)

**PREDICTED PERFORMANCE RESULTS**

Case A is the most common case discussed in the literature and it gives mostly the best performance enhancement. Therefore it is discussed here in more detail. Figure 4 illustrates the increases of cycle overall efficiency (dash point) and specific thrust (dashed), and the decrease of specific fuel consumption (solid) with increases of values of the wave rotor pressure ratio $PR_w$. The plot visualizes how the effect develops from the baseline engine with $PR_w = 1$ until $PR_w = 2$, which might be a practical upper limit for the investigated application. However, if the wave rotor pressure ratio increases beyond this limit, the trend shows that the beneficial effects becomes less while technical problems may increase. With a conceivable wave rotor pressure ratio of 1.8, the overall efficiency of the baseline cycle increases from 12.6% to 14.5% for the enhanced engine. Simultaneously the specific thrust increases from 491 N.s/kg to 566 N.s/kg. The specific fuel consumption of the baseline engine decreases from 0.044 kg/kN.s to 0.038 kg/kN.s.

The relative increase of overall efficiency, and specific thrust and relative decrease of specific fuel consumption are shown in Fig. 5. The relative increases of overall efficiency and specific thrust (solid) in Fig. 5 are precisely the same as it is obvious from Eq. (38) and (39) where $u_a$ and $h_{PR}$ are constants in the investigation here. Figure 5 indicates an attractive relative performance improvement in overall efficiency and specific thrust of about 15.4% and 13.3% in specific fuel consumption using a wave rotor pressure ratio of 1.8.

A detailed documentation of the other cases is not presented here. Instead, numerical values of relevant cycle data and the performance enhancement are summarized in Table 2. In this table, $\Pi_c$ and $\Pi_T$ represent the compressor and turbine pressure ratios, respectively and $w_C$ denotes the specific work consumed by the compressor. Index “gain” indicates

![Figure 4: Overall efficiency, specific thrust, and specific fuel consumption of the wave-rotor-topped engines versus wave rotor pressure ratio](image_url)
the relative increase of thrust and overall efficiency and decrease of specific fuel consumption. Table 2 shows for Case A perhaps the best combination of high overall efficiency, specific thrust and low specific fuel consumption are achieved. However, Case E provides the lowest value of specific fuel consumption and the highest overall efficiency.

Figure 6 shows a map of the relevant design space for Cases A, B, and D. Cases C and E can not be shown in the same map since in both cases the turbine inlet temperature is less than indicated in the upper right corner of the map. This map allows predicting the performance of the wave-rotor-enhanced engine in terms of overall efficiency (green), specific thrust (blue), and specific fuel consumption (red) for any combination of compressor pressure ratio (abscissa) and wave rotor pressure ratio $PR_W$ (parameter labeled in Table 2: Performance comparison between baseline engines and five cases of wave-rotor-topping with a wave rotor pressure ratio of 1.8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave Rotor Compression Ratio (PRW)</th>
<th>Relative Increase of Efficiency and Specific Thrust in %</th>
<th>Relative Decrease of Specific Fuel Consumption in %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>-5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>-8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>-10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>-12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>-13.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Relative values of overall efficiency, specific thrust, and specific fuel consumption of the wave-rotor-topped engines versus wave rotor pressure ratio
The optimum compressor pressure ratio points for highest overall efficiency and specific thrust at each achievable wave rotor pressure ratio are connected by black solid lines. As discussed above, the optima for specific fuel consumption are found at the same combination of $R$ and $PR_W$ as the optima of the overall efficiency.

The performance map is general. The only specific parameters are indicated in the upper right corner of the map. They are turbine inlet temperature, polytropic efficiencies of compressor and turbine, and the pressure loss across the combustor corresponding to the baseline engine. Such a map is not only useful to explore the possible enhancement of already existing baseline engines, it also serves very well for selecting a design point or region when designing a new wave-rotor-topped engine. For instance, starting from the performance point of the baseline engine, the performance values for Case A are found by moving vertically upwards (along the dashed line representing the baseline compressor pressure ratio of 3.6) until the corresponding performance curve of the expected wave rotor pressure ratio is crossed.

The results indicate that for every compressor pressure ratio in the shown design space, the performance of the topped engine is always higher than that of the corresponding baseline engine with the same compressor pressure ratio (Case A consideration). However, for higher compressor pressure ratios the benefit of using a wave rotor becomes less. In fact, for compressor pressure ratios greater than 20, almost no benefit can be obtained. The benefit is the greatest for lower compressor pressure ratios. This clearly favors the wave-rotor-topping for small gas turbines with low compressor pressure ratios.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The present investigation predicts an attractive performance enhancement by implementing a four-port wave-rotor in a small turbojet engine. Five different cases of implementing the wave rotor in a baseline engine are investigated. The commonly discussed Case A appears to be the most attractive since the baseline compressor and turbine may remain unchanged, and still almost the best performance enhancement is achieved. However, the combustor would work under higher pressure and with higher combustion end temperature, possibly requiring an enhanced structure and fuel injection system. Other cases with unchanged overall pressure ratio (Cases B and C), with unchanged combustor end temperature (Cases C and E) or unmodified turbine inlet conditions (Case D) are investigated as well. Case D is especially attractive if heat recovery is anticipated, which would enhance the performance even more.
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